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We present coloring algorithms for several strong coloring problems and analyze their 
performance in spaces of random hypergraphs. In these spaces the number of colors used by 
our algorithms is almost surely within a small constant factor (less than 4) of the strong 
chromatic number of the hypergraph. 
1. Introduction 
Graphs are widely used to model phenomena where problems occur as a result 
of the interaction or the dependency of certain elements. The edges of the graphs 
are used to represent these interactions, while the vertices of the graph represent 
the elements. In many cases hypergraphs are more suitable for this purpose. The 
'edges' of hypergraphs, being subsets of arbitrarily many vertices, can be 
conveniently used to represent mutual dependencies of more than two elements. 
To color the vertices of a graph such that no two adjacent vertices receive the 
same color, and how to determine the chromatic number of a graph (the minimal 
number of necessary colors), has been a recurrent question for many years. Even 
to determine whether a graph is 3-colorable, or to find a 3-coloring, knowing that 
the graph is 3-colorable, is NP-hard. The problem has been approached from 
many different aspects; the average performance of algorithms on some given 
spaces of graphs has been analysed [10], and some specific cases in which optimal 
solutions can be found, have been pointed out. 
Studying hypergraph colorings, the constraints imposed on the colors, vertices 
in a same edge may get, can take various forms, giving rise to a whole range of 
possible xtensions to the notion of graph coloring. Under the weakest form, only 
mono-ehromatic edges are forbidden, while under the strongest form each pair of 
vertices from the same edge must get distinct colors. These two extreme colorings 
will be refered to as strong and weak colorings respectively. Both of them, (and 
many others in between the two), occur frequently in practical problems. 
A universal example (both for weak and strong coloring problems) is the 
problem of 'resource allocation': The vertices represent the set of users of a 
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system with a number of resources. At any time, a user may request certain 
resources; the edges represent the set of users, requesting the same resource at 
the same time. If each resource is physically available to only one person at a 
time, the problem is a strong coloring problem. (Any two users requesting a same 
resource at the same time, must get distinct colors.) However if a certain resource 
has several copies serving the same purpose, (e.g. six identical printers one next 
to each other), the constraints imposed on the corresponding edge might be 
weaker, (e.g. no more than six vertices of that edge are allowed to get the same 
color). Depending on the resources the above problem is a 'weak', 'medium' or 
'strong' hypergraph coloring problem. The above coloring process has to be 
repeated over and over, it is therefore natural that one should seek fast 
algorithms with a good average performance. 
The chromatic number of a graph (or hypergraph) is the smallest number of 
colors in a coloring of the (hyper)graph. 
'Weak' hypergraph coloring algorithms, and their (average and almost sure) 
performance on various spaces of hypergraphs, have been analyzed in [8]. Their 
analysis, (as well as the lower bounds derived for the respective (weak) chromatic 
number), generalize only to the 'weak' colorings in the range of all colorings. 
Strong colorings of hypergraphs on the other hand, can be obtained by a coloring 
of their representing graph, in which each hyperedge with k vertices is replaced by 
a clique of k vertices. It follows that graph coloring algorithms can be used for 
strongly coloring hypergraphs. However, when a probabilistic performance 
analysis is carried out, the results may look quite different when the same 
algorithm is applied to a 'randomly chosen' graph as opposed to a 'randomly 
chosen' hypergraph. 
To get a good average (or good almost-sure) performance, for strong colorings, 
one has to design new algorithms in order to carry out their analysis in spaces of 
random hypergraphs. The presentation and analysis of these hypergraph coloring 
algorithms, and their almost sure performance compared to almost sure lower 
bounds for the (strong) chromatic number of hypergraphs, constitute the main 
contribution of the present article. 
It will be established (Theorems I, II, III, IV, and Conclusion) that the 
algorithms yield good (economic) colorings (up to a constant times the respective 
chromatic number) for almost all hypergraphs. 
2. Dehltions and probability spaces 
Many definitions in this section, (as well as the ones in Section 5.), were 
introduced by Berge [1, 2], some others extend these definitions or other common 
notions in Graph Theory, and were introduced in [8]. Many notions from Graph 
Theory may be extended in various forms to hypergraphs, [1, 2, 6], we make the 
attempt to unify these extensions by introducing a parameter y in the definitions, 
and thereby cover a whole range of natural extensions. 
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A hypergraph is a set V of vertices and a set E of subsets of V. (If all e e E have 
cardinality 2, the hypergraph is a graph.) H(V, E) is the hypergraph with 
vertex-set V and edge-set E. If all e e E have the cardinality lel - t, H is called 
t-uniform, (or also t-pure). The range of a hypergraph H is the size of its largest 
edge. A (y, C)-coloring of a hypergraph H(V, E) is a partition of V into C 
colorsets $1, Sz, . . . , Sc such that 
e ~ E==>Vj ISjnel<~ ~,(e), 
y is a function from E to N. 
A strong C-coloring is a (y, C)-coloring with the constant function y(e)= 1, 
while the weakest of all colorings of a hypergraph of range t corresponds to the 
constant function y(e) = t -  1; a less weak coloring (but the weakest involving all 
edges) of a non pure hypergraph of range t corresponds to y(e) = [el - 1. 
A (y, C)-coloring s.t. for all e ~ E, y(e)>~½ lel, will be considered a weak 
(y, C)-coloring, whereas a (y, C)-coloring, s.t. for some e ~ E, y(e) < ½ lel, will 
be considered a strong (y, C)-coloring. This distinction between the group of 
weak and strong colorings is motivated in the following two sections. 
For each y-coloring the corresponding y-chromatic number is defined in the 
natural way. The weakly induced hypergraph from H(V, E) on W c V is the 
hypergraph H(W, Ew) such that 
e ~ EwC=~(e ~- W A e ~ E). 
The strongly induced hypergraph from H(V, E) on W e V is the hypergraph 
H(W, Ew) such that 
e~Ew<:~( le l> l^ecW)^: te*c (V-W) ,  s.t. eOe*~E.  
The y-induced hypergraph from H(V, E) on Wy ~ V is H(Wy, Ewe) such that 
e~Ew~c~( le l>y^ecW)^3e*c(V-W) ,  s.t. eUe*eE .  
It follows from the above definitions that the ],-induced hypergraphs on the 
colorsets of a ],-coloring have an empty set of edges. The source of an edge e in a 
strongly induced hypergraph H(W, Ew) is the edge (or edges) e* in H(V, E) s.t. 
(e = e*) ^  (e* n W = e). 
In this article we shall analyze strong y-coloring algorithms, where y is a 
constant function, i.e., for all e ~ E, y(e)= y. Weak coloring algorithms have 
been analyzed in a previous article [8]. The main results of [8] are summarized in 
Section 3 and the Appendix. 
We shall analyze the performance of our strong y-coloring-algorithms on 
random hypergraph spaces ~(V,,, E~,), these are spaces of hypergraphs, with n 
labelled vertices and some probability distribution on the edge-set of He  
~(Vn, Ep). On these spaces the number of colors used by our strong ],-coloring 
algorithm is almost surely, (with probability 1 -  o(1/n)), .at most [(2(y + 1)) 1/~] 
times the y-chromatic number of H. In particular the number of colors used by 
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our strong coloring algorithm is almost surely, less than 4 times the strong 
chromatic number of H. These results are summarized in Theorems I - IV  of 
Section 4. 
We shall now formally define our probability spaces. 
Probability Spaces 
Probability spaces of graphs have been studied in a series of articles by Erd6s 
and R6nyi [4]. These spaces generalize to hypergraphs in a natural way. This has 
been done extensively in [7]. Random hypergraph-spaces have been studied as 
well in [5, 8, 11] and mentioned in [3]. 
~(n,/V): N = N2, . . . , ,  Nr ~(n,/V) is the space of all hypergraphs with n 
given labelled vertices, and N/edges of size i. All hypergraphs in this 
space have equal probability. 
~(n, i f ) :  ff = (192, P3 , . . . ,  Pt). ~(n, if) is the space of all hypergraphs with n 
given labelled vertices. The probability of a hypergraph in this space 
is calculated by the following condition: edges of size i occur 
independently from each other and from edges of other size, with 
probability Pi. Spaces of ordinary graphs are included here with pi = 0 
for all i :~ 2. When H is t-pure, (Pi = 0 for all i #: t), we denote the 
corresponding space by ~(n, Pt). 
Notations (for hypergraphs H(V, E) of range t) 
A k-edge is an edge with k vertices. 
E ~" ~tk..... 2 Ek ,  E k is the set of k-edges of H. 
The edge-degree of v e V is the number of edges containing v. 
The vertex-degree of v e V are the number of pairs (vi, ei) such that {v, v~} e e~. 
(Note that vertices which have several common edges with v are counted 
accordingly.) 
E(Y) is the expectation of the random variable Y. 
dk(n)  = 
for H ~ ~'(n, p), 
kNk k IEkl 
= for H e ~(n, N). 
n n 
dk(n) is the average k-edge degree of the vertices in He ~(n, ~t), 
expected average if H e ~(n, ,5)). 
t 
d(n)= d,(n), 
k=2 
t 
d*(n) = ~ (k-1)dk(n), 
k--2 
(or the 
(2) 
(3) 
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dCV)(n)= ~ (k -1)dk(n) ,  (4) 
k=y+l Y 
k=y+l 
d(n) and d*(n) are respectively the (expected) average edge- and vertex degree 
of the vertices in H. d(V)(n) and df*V)(n) are somewhat less intuitive. For any 
edge e e E we say that e' is a subedge of e, if e' contains at least two vertices and 
e'= e. Let E* be the collection of all subedges of the edges in E and let 
E (*~'),'-- E* be the collection of all subedges with (y + 1) vertices. Then d(Y)(n) 
and dC*~)(n) are respectively the (expected) average edge- and vertex degree of 
the vertices in H(V, E(*~)). H(V, E (*v)) is not a conventional hypergraph since 
edges may appear repeatedly in E (*v). 
Throughout this paper the following restrictions on the parameters of the 
hypergraphs ~(n, :), (with probabilities/~ = P2, • • •, P, for edges) hold: 
(1) The range t of the hypergraph is bounded independently of n. 
(2) The probabilities /~ =P2,..., P, may assume any value provided that 
d*(n)--->oo and also d*(n)=O(n) (or actually df*V)(n)=O(n v) will suffice when 
dealing with y-colorings and the y-chromatic number), d t*v) (n)= O(n y) states 
that, for a given set (Vv) of (y + 1) vertices, the expected number of edges in E 
which contain V~ is bounded independently of n. In other words the expected 
number of times a given edge is repeated in E ~* v) is bounded independently of n. 
3. Summary of theorems concerning weak colorings and sparse hypergraphs 
Theorem 3.1. In ~(n, if), the space of hypergraphs of range t, with n vertices and 
probability Pk for a k-edge, the modified greedy algorithm produces a weak 
y-coloring (y >>- ½t) using at most C colors, where 
( df, Y)(n) ~o/v) (3y + 1)lnlndf*V)(n) 
C = \ ln~) /  (1 + eo), e°~ y In d(*~)(n) ' 
with probability at least 1 - o(n-3). 
Proof: The full proof for t = 2 (and y = 1) can be found in [10], and for t t> 3 in 
[8]. (see Appendix for some additional information.) [] 
Theorem 3.2. The weak y-chromatic number of H,-y-z(H), (i.e., 
H e ~(n, p), or H ~ ~g'(n, ~l), satisfies 
yxf H) (y 1 df.V)(n ) \i/v I ---~'jna-''q,n)/ (1+ e), + 1 
In In df*V)(n) 
e ~ In df*°(n) 
for y ½t) 
with probability at least 1 - o(n-2). 
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Proof. The proofs given in Section 6 for the lower bounds of strong chromatic 
numbers hold in particular for weak chromatic numbers for all values t t> 2. [] 
Definition. A hypergraph H in ~(n,/3) (with probabilities t3 =P2, . . . ,  P,) is 
sparse, if there is a positive constant 6, s.t. d*(n) < 1 - 6 (d*(n) as defined in the 
notations of the previous ection). 
Theorem 3.3. A sparse hypergraph H of range t can be strongly colored by 
tc = (t + 5) colors with probability (1 - o(n-3)), such that the size of the strong 
colorsets are all greater than [n/(tc) -O( ln  n)]. 
The proof of this Theorem is given in Section 5. 
4. The strong coloring algorithms ~y 
Theorem I. In the spaces of hypergraphs of range t with n vertices, ~(n, /3), (with 
probabilities/3 =P2, . . . ,  Pt for edges), or ~(n, ~1), (with Ni edges of size i), the 
algorithm ~ ~ produces a strong coloring using at most C colors, where 
( d~ ) /lnlnd*(n)\ 
C=2 1 ) ( l+e) ,  w i the=O~ i~* -~ )' 
with probability at least 1 - o(n-1). 
Theorem II. The strong chromatic number of H, g(H), for H e ~(n, /3), or for 
H e ~(n, ~1), satisfies 
In In d*(n) 
with probability at least 1 - o(n-2). 
Theorem m. The algorithm ~y,  applied on H ~ ~'(n, /3), or H ~ ~(n, bl), of 
range t produces a strong y-coloring (i. e., y < ½t), using at most Ce colors, where 
dd~ ~)~)7~ / ln ln d( * r)(n ) ~ 
Cr=(2y I ))u~'(l+e), w i the=O[  ~n~/~ ], 
with probability at least 1 - o(n-1). 
Theorem IV. The strong y-chromatic number of H, (i.e., when y < ½t) 7x(H), 
H ~ ~(n, p), or H ~ ~(n, ~l), satisfies 
1 d(,~,)(n) ~l/y /In In d(*~')(n)~ 
y--~(H) I> (-y + l ln~) ]  (1 + e), e = 0[, in~/~ ]' 
with probability at least 1 - o(n-2). 
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The proofs of Theorems II and IV are given in Section 6, the proof of 
Theorems I and III, are given in this section. Note that Theorems I and Theorem 
II are just special cases (when ~, = 1) of Theorems III and IV respectively. We 
shall carry out these proofs for / /=  (V, E)e ~(n, ~), but they generalize to 
spaces ~(n, riO, as we shall point out in the Conclusion to this article. 
4.1. Description of ~ c¢y 
We shall first describe ~+g7 for the strongest coloring, i.e., for ), = 1, which 
means that the no subedges of edges are allowed to remain in the colorsets. 
The algorithm ~cg), consists of 3 phases, and yields a partition of the vertex set 
V into tIV(S)xi ji=l ..... c, constituting a strong coloring of jr/. 
In each one of the 3 phases V is partitioned into subsets, refining the partition 
obtained in the previous phase. These refinements are 'local' refinements, i.e., if 
{V}°}j=I ..... c, was the partition obtained at the end of phase i, then phase (i + 1) 
could be executed by C~ processors working in parallel on the C/sets V~ 0' without 
any communication links between these processors. On a hypergraph//(V, E) 
the sequential algorithm ~y works in O(IEI) steps, its distributed version with 
~-(IEI/IVl)½ processors works in O((]EI ]VI) ½) parallel steps. 
The three phases of ~Cg on It(V, E), with IV[ = n 
(1) The random partition phase. The vertex set V is partitioned into C1 = 
(1 + e)Vd(*2)(n) sets. 0< e < 1 is chosen such that C1 is integral, d(*2)(n), is as 
defined in Notation (5) of Section 2. The C~ sets {V!X)}i=l ..... cl are chosen of 
almost equal size, i.e., In~C1] <~ [V!I)I and IV!a) I~< In~C1]. The partition is chosen 
at random among all partitions of the above kind. The edges of E are then 
strongly induced on the sets L fv ( i ) / i  . I i=1  . . . . .  C 1, forming the edge-sets SE°)Xl. i J i= l  . . . . .  C 1, 
and (respectively) the hypergraphs//1, = (V! 1), E!I)). C1 was chosen s.t. 'most' 
edges in Hu will contain only two vertices. The next phase will partition the 
hypergraphs Hu to 'discard' all edges with more than 2 vertices. 
(2) The BFS partition phase. In each hypergraph H(V! ~), E! 1)) the edge-set E! 1) 
is partitioned into 
E!1)(+2): the set of edges with more than 2 vertices, and 
E~1)(-2): the set of edges with 2 vertices. 
The hypergraphs H(V! 1), E~)(+2)) are strongly colored by a hyper-breath-first- 
search (hBFS) technique, as illustrated in Section 5., yielding the colorsets 
V(.2)..'1, This hBFS will be efficient since the hypergraphs in question are sparse. - - t2=l , ] .  I • 
The edges from E!1)(-2) are then induced on {V! 2)} yielding the hypergraphs 
"V(2) /'//2( i , g!2)), which are actually the graphs//+2, since all edges are by now of 
size 2. 2 2 
The size of the sets V! ~), in the first partition phase was chosen in order for the 
hBFS to succeed, with probability (1 -  o(n-X)), in partitioning each of the sets 
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tv  (-2). j} of 'nearly' equal size, i.e., _~v (~) into only t' = (t + 5) sets -,:ffi,, 
n (In m2/ 
Vi, j(1 -- 6)m2 <~ V(2)l,,j~ < (1 + di)m2, where mE = ~C~t' and 6 = O\  mE / 
with probability (1 - o(n-1)). 
(3) The graph coloring phase. The hypergraphs ///2 are all graphs. These 
graphs can now finally be colored by a greedy algorithm (with few modifications) 
as presented and analyzed in [10] or [8], yielding the final partition of V into 
(3) 
{Vi3=i,j,k}" 
We shall prove that the average size of IV!3)l (over all i3) is greater than n/C, C 
as in Theorem I, with probability (1 -  o(n-~)). Theorem I follows then as an 
immediate consequence. 
4.2. Analysis of the first phase 
The following lemmas involve hypergraphs with different numbers of vertices 
and different probabilities for edges. We shall denote by d~ql(m ) (respectively 
d}q~)(m)), q =(q2, . - - ,  q,), the d* (respectively d (*r)) parameter of a hyper- 
graph H = (V, E) in N(m, ~)), whenever t~ ¢/3. 
Lemma 4.1. The hypergraphs H(V} 1), E! ~)) produced in phase 1 of ~tqg are 
random hypergraphs in ~(ml, /3(1)), t3 (1) = (p(2~), . . . , p~l)), where 
n n 
ml~Cl~~,  (1) 
[n  -- ml~ p~l)= 1-- l-I (1 -p l )  t 1--k ), 2<k<. t ,  (2) 
l~k 
= -lffik~, l - k  ]Pl], 
(3) 
d~o)l(ml) ml d*(n)~- d*(n) "~ n ~ =  £2(~) .  (4) 
Proof. The number of vertices in the new hypergraphs is ml~-n/C1 by 
construction, since the original n vertices were divided into C1 groups of almost 
equal size. The formula for p~l) follows from the following observation: since all 
edges in the new hypergraph are strongly induced edges from the original 
hypergraph, any edge of size k in the new hypergraph is a subset of some edge el 
of size I ~> k of the ori~nal hypergraph, k vertices of et are in the vertex set of the 
new hypergraph and it's remaining ( l -  k) vertices are among the remaining 
(n - m0 vertices. Formula (2) for p~l) follows. From (2) we derive (3); the upper 
bound for p~l) is an immediate consequence of (2), while the lower bound follows 
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from the fact that d*(n)= O(n), (see restriction on parameters at the end of 
Section 2). Since d*(n)= O(n), 
[n -m~ < t 1 -1  (n -m~+l)  
l~k ~ [ -k  )P l  E p/ - -O(1) ,  l=kn--ml + 1 l-- 1 
if 
t {n -ml \  1 ~I [n--ml't l~k[n--ml~ 
Ek  l -k  Jet<2 ' then 1 -  (1 -p t ) t , -~ , '>  ,=k tfk 2 = k l -  k ]Pt, 
if 
t /n -  mA 1 
E ~ l -k  )Pl>2 ' l=k 
then 
t in_m1 ~ (2in_m1, ~ ,~ 
1-- I-I ( l - -P / )  l' l - -k ,>  l -e -½ = £2 ~ l - k  )P'] 
l=k Xl=k 
[since both are constants]. 
We shall now derive (4) 
)(?: ) d~,o,l(mO = E (k -  1 p~l) 
k=2 1 
x', [ml - l~  (n12 ) t ml 
l~k k 
t (n - l )  
=t~:2 mr= l -2  Pt 
' (n )  ml = ~ ml ( l -  1) pt = d*(n) 
l=2 n l - -1 n 
d*(n) _ 
3 jd( ,2 , in )  - -  ~(dV~n) ) .  [ ]  
4.3. Analysis of the second phase 
l~mma 4.2. The hypergraphs H(V! 1), E!1)(+2)) are sparse hypergraphs 
Proof. To show that the hypergraphs are sparse hypergraphs we have to show 
that d~(2) ] (ml )  < 1 - ~, for some ~ > O, where p(2) = (p~2),  . . . , p~2)),  
[ml  - I'X /n  - mA 
dltlo)l(ml) ~ E mx~ k -2  ) E ~ l -k  }P' 
k~3 l>~k 
[ (n -1 )  (n-m,~l . .  
= ml  s=3 l -  k l -2  ]Jet 
<~ 2 m---A(l - l)d,(n)[1- (n nmX)t-2 ] 
l-~ 3 n 
t 
<~ ~ (ma/n)2(l - 1)(l - 2) dr(n) <~ (ml/n)2d(*2)(n). 
1~3 
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Since n/ml ~> C1 = (1 + e)X/d(*Z)(n) (ml was defined in the previous lemma) we 
obtain that d~t2~l(m~ ) ~< 1/(1 + e) 2. [] 
Condnsion 4.3. By Theorem (3.3) in Section 3, the probability that the hBFS 
succeeds to color one H(V!I),E!I)(+2))e ~(mx,P °)) with (t + 5) colors is 
(1 -  o(m73)). The probability that the hBFS succeeds on all the hypergraphs 
"..o) ~(ml, fro)) H(v  i , E!l)(+2)) in is (1-o(m~-3C1)), and since Cl~v/d(*3)(n)= 
O(V~), it follows that ml = g2(V~) so that this probability is at least (1 -  
o(n-1)). [] 
4.4. Analysis of the third phase 
Lemma 4.4. The hypergraphs .,~x_,~H ¢v(2), E! 2)) obtained in phase 2 of ~cgy, are 
random hypergraphs of range 2, indeed they are graphs in ~(mi~, p<22)), where 
m-A1- [n ]=t2(Vn) ,  (1) 
mi~= (1 + o(1)) t l  - ~/d('2)(n)tl 
t cn  - -m i x 
p~2)= 1 -  I-I (1--pl) t 1-22}, (2) 
1=2 
(~(m)  ) n -  i2 
P(2) ---- O l 0 P l  , 
\1_ - -2  \ t m ,¢., 
(3) 
. m/2 , 
dD'~'l(mi~)~ ( n )d (n) = f2(dV~-(n)). (4) 
Proof. Since none of the edges in these (hyper)graphs participated or influenced 
previous teps of ~ ~¢ in any way, their presence in these (hyper)graphs is random 
and this Lemma is proven exactly as Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.5. The average size C of a colorset in a coloring of a (hyper)graph 
-V (2)  - - (2 )  _ Hi2( il , ~i2 ), by the modified greedy algorithm [8], satisfies, with probability 
(1 - 0(m23)): 
1 /In d*(n) , = o(lnln d*(n)~ 
(~>2nk ~/.-~ ( l -e ) )  e \ lnd*(n) /" (4.5) 
Proof. Since --,2,H tv.< 2)_,2 , E~ 2)) e ~((mi2, p[2)), it follows from Theorem 3.1 that, with 
probability (1 - o(m~3)), 
~. >>- mi2( In d~p~2~l(m'2)(1- %) ), %= o( ln ln d~p~2~](m'~) ~ 
d~,~2~](m,2 ) \ In d~p~2~](mi~) ]" 
(4.5a) 
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Upon substituting d~t,~)l<.(mi2/n)d*(n ) i (4.5a) 
lemma). 
>t n d*(n) (1 - ei2)). 
In d*(n)  - In (n/mi~) 
Upon substituting 
(n/mi2) <~ ((1 + t3)t')~/d(*2)(n) 
<- O(d*(n)  - d2(n))  ~ 0(~) ,  
/In d*(n) In In d*(n) c -> - : o (  )" 
(d~j,~2h--~o0 by the previous 
(4.5b) 
(4.5b) is exactly (4.5). Note that the last substitution is particularly tight if the 
original hypergraph contained no edges of size 2, or if d2 is small compared to 
d*(n) .  [] 
Condusion 4.6. The Conclusion is the contents of Theorem L
(1 - o(n-1)) ~ will color H(V, E) e ~(n, :) with at most 
colors. 
In In d*(n) 
with probability 
Proof. Since the average size of a colorset in each of the hypergraphs H~ 2 is 
greater than (4.5b) it follows that the overall average is greater than the 
expression in (4.5b). Furthermore since all the m/2 satisfy mi2>-- - (1 -  6)m2~ 
I2(n(~rz)), it follows that the probability for the above event is indeed (1 -  
o(n-1)). This terminates the proof of Theorem I. [] 
Theorem III is proven exactly as Theorem I with the following substitutions to
be made in the proof: 
(1) In the random partition phase the vertex set is now partitioned into 
C1 ~ (d(*2y)(n)) 1/2y sets. This is the parameter necessary for the new hypergraphs, 
which will contain only the subedges with more than 2y vertices to be sparse. 
(2) In the BFS partition phase the edge-set is (as mentioned above) divided 
into E!I)(+2y), the set of edges with more than 2~ vertices and E!I)(-2y), the set 
of edges with at most 2y vertices. 
(3) The graph coloring phase is now a weak hypergraph ),-coloring phase. All 
hypergraphs are of range 27. These hypergraphs are weakly colored by the 
modified greedy algorithm of [8], (see Appendix for a short summary). The 
average size of the final colorsets will be n/C~,, C~, as in Theorem III. 
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4.5. Summary of proofs of Lemmas 4.1-4.5 for the general case 
Lemma 4.1a. The hypergraphs H(V! 1), E! 1)) produced in phase 1 of ~cgy are 
random hypergraphs in ~(ml,/~(1)), fi(1) = (p(21), . . . , p~l)), where 
n ~.~ n 
ml~C1 (d(,2V)(n))lt2 v -  ..Q(ni), (1) 
in --ml~ 
pi  ~) = 1 - l-[ (1 -p l )  I, l--k J (2) 
l 
' n -ml  
P~)-- O(l~=k( "lZk )el), (3) 
[~(o][ml) = d(*Y)(n) = g2(~/d(*Y)(n)). (4) 
Proof. This lemma is proven exactly as Lemma 4.1. In (3) we use the fact that 
d(*~')(n) = O(n~'), (4) follows from (3) and the definition of d(*~')(n). [] 
Lemma 4.2a. The hypergraphs H(V~ 1), E!X)(+2y)) are sparse hypergraphs. 
Proof. To show that the hypergraphs are sparse hypergraphs we have to show 
that d~(1)](ml) < 1 - 6, for some 5 > O. 
dbo,](ml )= ~ (k - l )  p~X) 
k=2y+l 
t n - 1 Ek=2y+l \ k -2  / \  1 -  k / 
<<- ~ ml (~-~)pt  
2 
[( 1 -2  ~(ml -  1~ 2:'-1] 
~< ~ m--2 (1-  1) de \2y---'1] \n=l -  / J l---2y+l n 
~ ~. (mlln)2,2y l 1 dl(n) ~ (mdn) 2"d(*2~')(n). 
l--2y+l 
Since nlm~ ~ (1 + e)(d(*2~')(n)) m~" this last expression is less than 1/(1 + e) 2. [] 
Condnsion 4.3a. By Theorem (3.3) in Section 3, the probability that the hBFS 
succeeds to color one I I (V! 1), E!I)(+2y))e ~(ml, ff <1)) with (t + 5) colors is 
(1 -  o(mi-3)), and hence the probability that the hBFS shall succeed on all the 
hypergraphs i at least (1 - o(n-1)). 
"T~,(2) F;~..(2)~ Lemma 4.4a. The hypergraphs lti2(vi2 • -,2 , are random hypergraphs of range 
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2y in ~(mi2, /~(2) = p[2) , . . . ,  p~)), where 
ml 
mi2~ (1 - 
and 
,,n-m,x (~ [n--mi2,  ~ 
p~2)= 1 - 1-[ (1 -e l )  [ 1- -kS)  "-" 0 ~ l-- k }Pl]. 
1 l=k 
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Lemma 4.5a. The average size of a colorset in a (weak) y-coloring of a 
hypergraph Hi2(V!~ ), ~(.2)~ by the modified greedy algorithm is, with probability 12 1.* 
(1 -  o(m23)), at least C, where 
C>~n(~lnd(*Y)(n) \"Y /lnlnd(*O(n)\ 
~/~ ( l -e ) )  , e=O[  ln~/~ )" (4.6) 
Proof. Since --,2x--,2 ]~j' t'V('2)' Ei2(2)) • ~(mi~, p(2)), it follows from Theorem 3.1 that with, 
probability (1 - o(m7~3)), 
(* Y) 1/V, (In d[~(2)](mi2)(1-- Ei2) 
>1 mi2 a( *Y) ?m. "~ 
U [1~(2)] ~k"" 12] 
--(*Y). x Since a~t~)](mi~) <  (miJn) Y d(*Y)(n), 
O(Vd(*Y)(n)) ,  
(,Y) ._./In In di~(~)l(mi~)\ 
Ei2= I..)~ i n d ~  )" 
and also (n/mi~) Y<~ O(~/d(*2Y)(n))  <~ 
~>~n(~lnd(,Y)(n)  1 \l/y /lnlnd(,Y)(n)] 
- , = : 
Conclusion 4.6a. The conclusion is the contents of Theorem III, with probability 
(1 - o(n-1)) ~C~y will color H(V, E) • ~(n, p) with at most 
( 2-d(*Y)(n) ~ vr(1 + e), /In In d(*r)(n)~ 
In d(*°(n)] e = 0~. in-d~-¢)- ~ ] 
colors. 
This terminates the main part of the article. Section 5 illustrates the hBFS 
technique to color sparse hypergraphs and in Section 6 the lower bounds for the 
strong chromatic numbers are derived. 
5. Coloring sparse random hypergraphs 
The expected and almost sure structure of sparse hypergraphs has been 
analyzed in [9]. In order to prove Theorem 3.3 of Section 3, concerning the 
coloring of sparse hypergraphs we need some of the structure theorems proven in 
[9]. We shall state these theorems here along with the requisite definitions. 
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Dellnil ions. A hyperpath between vi, and v~ is a tuple (V~ 1 = v l , . . . ,  Vk- -V i2 )  
such that for all 2 ~< i ~< k there is an edge ei • E such that {v/, vi_~} • ei. 
A subset S of V in H is a connected component if S is a maximal set s.t. there is 
a hyperpath between any two vertices of S. 
A hyper-breath-first-search (hBFS) with root v0 is defined as follows: 
- v0 is at level 0 of the search, 
- Level i + 1 of the search consists of all vertices w not contained in any 
previous level for which there exists an edge e • E and a vertex v in level i such 
that {v, w} • e. 
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a random sparse hypergraph in ~(n, ~) of range t. Let 
$1, $2 , . . . ,  St be the connected components of H. Let Ti(Sj) be the number of 
edges of size i in Sj. With probability 1-o(n  -3) T2(Sj) , . . . ,  Tt(Sj) (for all 
1 <~ j <- l) satisfy the following inequality: 
t 
(i - 1)T~(Sj) ~< ([Sj[- 1) + 5. 
i----2 
For the proof cf. [9]. 
Theorem 5.2. All the connected components of a random sparse hypergraph of 
range t have with probability [1 - o(n-3)] at most O(ln n) vertices. 
For the proof cf. [9]. [] 
The following greedy algorithm will color the vertices of a connected 
component of H of range t. 
Perform a hBFS on the connected component of H. Label the vertices with 
respect o the order they were added in the hBFS. (the order in each level is 
chosen arbitrarily). Let C~, C2 , . . . ,  Ct be t basic colors and Si be additional 
colors. Color the vertices in increasing order of their label as follows. Color vi 
with the first available color such that no two vertices in a same edge get the same 
color. If no basic color is available put v~ in a colorset S~ on its own. 
Claim. If  a connected hypergraph H = (V, E) of range t contains I"1 edges of size i 
such that ~,~=2 (i - 1)T/= ( IVI  - 1) + c, then the above procedure will use at most 
t + c colors to color H. 
Proof. Whenever no basic color was available for some vertex v there must be t 
vertices wl, . . . ,  wt, all colored with basic colors and all lower labeled than v. 
Hence there must be at least two edges, say el and e2 s.t. {wl, . .  •,  w,} O el ~t~ 
and {wl, • • •, w~} O e2 :/: t~ and v • el O e2. Hence upon replacing e2 by e2 - v the 
obtained hypergraph is still connected. On the other hand every connected 
hypergraph H with T~ edges of size i must satisfy E~-2 (i - 1)T~ I> (IVI - 1) (see 
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[9]). It follows that if c extra colors were used to color H the edges of H must 
satisfy )-~[=2 ( i -  (IVl- 1) + c. [] 
Theorem 5.3. A sparse hypergraph H of range t can be strongly colored by 
t~ = (t + 5) colors with probability (1 - n -a) such that the sizes of the strong 
colorsets are all greater than [n/t~ - O(ln n)]. 
Proof. The hBFS leading to the strong coloring are executed on each of the 
connected components of H. Let {D~}j=I ... . .  to, be the partition of the ith 
connected component of H, into the tc colorsets, such that 
IDOl ~< IO~l ~<--" ~ IO[cl. 
We shall associate the tc colors with these t~ sets in the following way: 
(1) The first connected component. Color D{ with color cj, for 1 <~j ~< t~. 
(2) The ith connected component. Let d/k be the number of vertices colored Ck 
after assigning a color to the vertices in the first (i - 1) connected components of 
H, and define the permutation o~ such that: 
d?  (D ~> d~ '(2) 9 - - -  I> d? 0c). 
Assign color co,(/) to all the vertices in /Yi. This will assign the kth largest 
color-set up to this point to D~, the kth smallest color-set in the new connected 
component. Since for all i and all k D~= O(lnn), one can easily prove by 
induction on i that: 
'¢j>1, O <<- (d'{'°) - d~{'(1)) <~ O(ln n). 
This finishes the proof of Theorem (5.3). [] 
6. Lower bounds for the chromatic numbers 
DeRnition. A y-independent set in a hypergraph is a set of vertices I ~-- V, such 
that the strongly induced hypergraph H(V, E) on I is of range at most y. Note 
that the strongly induced hypergraphs on the colorsets of a y-coloring are 
y-independent. 
We shall derive lower bounds for the y-chromatic number of hypergraphs 
H(V, E)~ ~(n, ~), for constant functions y, by determining upper bounds for 
the largest y-independent sets in H. We shall give a detailed proof of how these 
upper bounds are evaluated for the case y = 1 in a t-pure hypergraph (t I> 2). The 
proof for the general case goes along the same lines and we shall state the 
corresponding results in Lemma 6.2. and in Lemma 6.3., which are equivalent 
respectively to Theorem II and Theorem IV from Section 4. 
Lemma 6.1. A strongly independent set in ~(n, Pt) contains at most L vertices, 
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with probability 1 - O(lln) 4, where 
L = n( 2 In d*(n) ~-, '~ )(1 - e), 
n-1  
d*(n) = (t -1 ) (  t _ 1)pt, 
where e =lnlnd*(n) (1-o(1)). 
Ind*(n) 
Proof. The probability of a strongly independent set, greater than L is bounded 
by the probability of a strongly independent set of size L. (Any independent set 
greater than L contains everal independent sets of size L). This probability is 
bounded by: 
(1 - pt) (Ec=2 (c )( t-c )). 
In order to get an upper bound for the above expression, we need a lower bound 
for the exponent of (1 -p~), 
(L ) ( t -L )  ~ L n-L  L n-2 ). 
c=-2 ~ 2 
The lower bound is just the first term of the sum, the upper bound is obtained by 
a simple combinatorial rgument and is only mentioned to show that the lower 
bound is quite tight. Now 
~2 " 
Upon substituting this bound for the exponent of (1 -  Pt), (where the expression 
in the brackets is replaced by (1 - 6) we obtain: 
e~, (n ) . ) (  1 _ pt)((t_ ~ )(t - 1) ~ (1 - e)(1 - 6))]L 
n -- 1 e_d . (n  ) Now (1-pt)(t -1)( ' - l )~ < , so for some 
.../In In d*(n) ~ /In In d*(n) ~ 
e=u~ ln~/*-~ ] (note that 6=0[, ~/ , - -~  ~J 
the expression is less than e -2L, which is about n -4  for d*(n)= n, and much 
smaller for smaller d*(n). [] 
Remark. We note that e can always be chosen 0 since the factor of (1 - e) only 
lowers (strengthens) the bound for L and its precise value is mainly of theoretical 
interest. 
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Lemma 6.2. A strongly independent set in ~(n, fi = P2, • • • , P,) contains at most 
L vertices, with probability 10(1 /n)  4, where 
In_d*(n)~(1 
L=n(2d , (n )  ]" - e)' 
t n - l )  , 
d*(n) = E ( t ' -  1) ( ,  p, ,  
with t'=2 \t  - 1 
In In d*(n) (1 - 
e In d*(n) o(1)). 
Proof. The proof is identical to the one of the previous lemma except hat 
t L n - -L  (1 - p,)(~=2 (~)( t-~ )) 
is replaced by 
L n - -L  
I-I (1-Pr) (Et'=2 (~)(/'- ~)). 
2<~t' <~t 
The bound for L follows. [] 
Lemma 6.3. A y-independent set in ~(n, ~ =P2, . . . ,  P,) contains at most L r 
vertices, with probability 1 - O(1/n ) 4, where 
Lr = n( (Y + -~--~)(-~1) In d(* '(n) (1 - e))\ l/r, 
f t --1 , with r=r+l  Y t' 1 Pt , 
In In df*~)(n) 
e In d(.~)(n) (1 - o(1)). 
ProoL Again the proof is identical to the one of Lemma 6.1 except hat: 
t L n-- 
(1-pt)(E~=2 (~)( , -}) )  
is replaced by 
1-I (l-p,.) 
y+l~t'~t 
The bound for L r follows. [] 
7. Conclusion 
The coloring algorithms presented in this article yield good colorings for a 
whole range of coloring problems in hypergraphs. The algorithms terminate and 
yield the required coloring for any input hypergraph, however the number of 
colors they use is estimated upon assuming that the hypergraphs are drawn from a 
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space of random hypergraphs. Under this assumption the colorings are, with 
probability 1 -o(1) ,  within a constant factor of the respective chromatic number 
of the hypergraph. These results were proven in this article for hypergraphs in 
spaces ~(n,/3), but they hold equivalently for spaces ~(n, N), in which 
Ni ~ (n)pi  • 
Finally we reiterate questions we left open: What is the almost sure value for 
the strong chromatic number of general random hypergraphs? Our upper bounds 
for the strong chromatic number of hypergraphs depend 'almost' only on the 
average vertex degree d*(n) of the hypergraphs, and not on their range. They are 
indeed universal for all hypergraphs which are not graphs, (i.e., of range at least 
three). However compared to the respective upper bounds for random graphs 
with same average vertex degree, our upper bounds are twice as high. 
Very recently Shamir [12] has shown (using a martingale argument) that if 
d*(n) > n~ the almost sure value of the strong chromatic number of random 
hypergraphs i  identical to our lower bound. The open questions that remain are 
whether this is true also for d*(n)< n~, and whether there is a polynomial time 
algorithm which can come even closer to the "almost sure" chromatic number 
than the one presented here. 
Appendix 
Description of the modified greedy algorithm for weak ),-colorings. 
The modified greedy algorithm (on H(V, E) e ~(n, if), p = P2, . . . , P,) 
Dellnition. A ),-neighbor of a vertex v is a subedge ' of e, s.t. v e e and v $ e' 
and le'l = ),. 
(1) The greedy part. Vertices are ordered vl, v2, . . . ,  vn and colored in this 
order. The vertex vi is colored Ck if Vi has no ),-neighbor with (a uniform) color Ck 
and has a neighbor in all colors less than Ck. 
(2) The correction phase is applied to all vertices which received a color higher 
than C(d*(n)), where C(d*(n)) is predetermined. These vertices, (if any), are 
recolored by a hBFS (as shown in Section 5.). 
Observation A.1. If  V~i is the set of vertices, which received a color greater or 
equal than ci in the greedy loop (1), and IV il =n<~i), then the y-induced 
hypergraph on V~i, H~i is a random hypergraph in ~(n(~,i), ~o), where 
i f (0  - -  (P lY+l ) ,  " " • , p~i)), and 
P~)=l - l - I (1 -p t )  1.k  )~  1-k  }el, ()'+1) <~k<-t. 
1 
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This is the basic observation eeded to prove the following Theorem. Note that 
this observation holds only for weak y-colorings. 
Theorem A.2. In ~(n, ~), the space of hypergraphs of range t, t >t 3, with n 
vertices and probability Pk for a k-edge, the modified greedy algorithm produces a
y-coloring, y >I ½t using at most C colors, where 
(d(*r)(n) ~o/~) (3y + 1)lnlnd(*r)(n) 
C= \ l f f~) :  (1 + eo), eo<~ 7 in d~,~,)(n) (1 + o(1)), (A.2) 
with probability at least 1 - o(n--2). 
Proof. The proof of this Theorem is given in [8]. [] 
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